Kyf Brewer - Class of 1972
Composer, Musician, Actor
With the RAVYNS in the 80's, he recorded "Raised On The Radio", the most successful single from the cult hit
flick Fast Times At Ridgemont High. After the RAVYNS, he had three hits with Company of Wolves out of
New York, and toured extensively. He released three solo indie albums and had songs used in TV shows such
as Party of Five, Baywatch, Dawson's Creek, Jag, King of the Hill, One Tree Hill, etc. He had songs used in
movies, Driven, & Enough. He sang on a couple of other artists' records, like Billy Squier and Michael Bolton.
He has been the lead singer/songwriter in the celtic rock band, Barleyjuice, for the past ten years. They have six
albums out and continue to tour extensively. Recently, he was the voice of Dodge trucks for the past 7 years
("Grab Life by the Horns..", now he just does the tags), and the voice of Garnier, Excedrin, and a thousand other
commercials in the past 20 years. He narrated a show on VH1 for four years called “Before They Were Rock
Stars”. On the TV series “Trading Spaces” in 2007, he was the narrator for three of their shows. In 1994, he
acted in episodes of Homicide (Officer Jerry Ryan) and in 2002, the TV series Hack (Jules). In 1994, he had
cameos in the movies, Serial Mom (Dealer) and in 2004, Fahrenheit 911 (Pitchman). He is grateful to be a
successful musician who's made a career in music, acting and VoiceOvers…and somewhere in there he got
married and raised three girls who are all singers/musicians. They have one album out to date called Raining
Hearts. But who's bragging, he says, “They're much better than I ever was”.
Quote from Kyf
“I think of my days at Franklin often. It was really my first stage. Can't say I always took school seriously, but it
provided me a captive audience day after day. I was definitely into the arts. All of my friends were either music
lovers or thespians, and anything I could do to get a rise out of students or faculty, I was up for it. I remember
fondly playing at least one school dance and rambling through songs with inappropriate lyrics, purposely
driving golf balls into the home ec classroom during gym so I would have to retrieve them and wave hi to the
girls, showing up for school in pajamas and bathrobe with a story of how I had overslept so as to be sent home
by the principal to change; sneaking ciggies outside the music room with the other degenerates of my era, and
all the adventures that went on behind the curtains of the stage and down into the prop room. Mr. Rose was my
fave art teacher, Mr. Butler was hands down my fave theater and English teach. What a ball we had, and
somehow, I not only graduated, but all those degenerate friends of mine turned out be really great adults. Go
figure. Thanks, Franklin!”

